
EXELON GOES ON THE PROWL TO ACQUIRE
ANOTHER UTILITY 
Exelon is looking to land a third integrated utility business and is targeting the Northeast
or Midwest regions of the U.S. Oliver Kingsley, senior executive v.p., says it is looking to
swoop while valuations remain depressed, but will take a disciplined approach to
expansion. Any acquisition will have to be accretive to earnings, offer a return on Exelon’s
bottom line and carry a light-to-moderate debt load. He declined to reveal potential
acquisition targets, nor would he discuss whether Exelon has retained a bank advisor.  

(continued on page 12)

SWISS RE PULLS TRIGGER ON NOVEL MULTI-YEAR
WEATHER HEDGE
Swiss Re Financial Products has booked a $50 million, four-year winter season hedge
allowing an East Coast heating oil distributor to avoid the sometimes punitive volatility
associated with executing weather derivative trades each season. The twist to the deal,
aside from its rare multi-season tenor, is that the payout strike re-sets every year to reflect
changes to the 10-year historical average temperatures, according to weather industry
officials, rather than locking in the same strike each year. The end user is Petro, a

(continued on page 11)

DTE CLOSES IN ON $375M WIRES SALE 
DTE Energy is locked in discussions with three companies, including Trans-Elect, the
only for-profit independent transmission outfit in the U.S., to divest its Michigan-based
wires unit, International Transmission System and hopes to finalize a preferred bidder
this month. Dave Meador, cfo at DTE, told PFR at Lehman Brothers’ CEO
Energy/Power Conference in New York last week, that it plans to whittle down the shortlist
to one bidder imminently and announce a sale by year-end. Beyond Trans-Elect, Meador
declined to reveal the other bidders, but characterized one as a financial player. He adds

(continued on page 11)

BRITISH ENERGY MANAGEMENT TAKES
RAP FOR FINANCIAL CRISIS
British Energy’s decision late last week to ask the
U.K. government for an emergency financial
bailout to stave off collapse has prompted several
power industry executives and energy traders to
lay much of the blame at the feet of the
company’s management. Trading in shares of the
world’s largest independently owned nuclear generator was suspended Thursday evening

(continued on page 12)
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Asset Sales Dominate
Lehman Conference
Embattled power companies’ need to
sell assets and raise liquidity in short
order ensured that M&A activity
dominated talk at Lehman Brothers’
annual energy conference in New York
last week.

See Pages 5-7 for full coverage
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Web Exclusive 
Williams Cos is looking to sell much
of its trading business within the next
month and has already received a
number of offers, according to CEO
Steve Malcolm.

For the full story go to PFR’s Web site
(www.iipower.com) 



InterGen Wraps Long-Term Loan
InterGen has inked a $110 million four-year non-recourse loan
replacing the $135 million Wildflower bridge loan covering the
financing of two peaker plants in California. 

Martin Rees, v.p. of project finance, says the deal was fully
underwritten and led by Citibank, which replaced Deutsche Bank,
that led the original facility. Rees declined comment on why
Deutsche Bank did not retain the lead. 

Aside from Citi, from the original deal roster Fortis Capital and
Helaba signed up again. NordLB dropped out and Bank of Nova
Scotia is a new face, Rees says. He declined comment on pricing
and allocations.

The short-term nature of the original loan, which closed in
January (PFR, 1/4), reflected the need to demonstrate consistent
revenue streams given their Golden State location. With that hurdle
out of the way, InterGen was able to execute the four-year
extension, Rees says. The facility covers the 90 MW Larkspur plant
in San Diego and the 135 MW Indigo unit in Palm Springs.

Mirant Nixes Mint Farm Deal
Mirant has iced construction of its 300 MW Mint Farm merchant
project in Longview, Wash., a facility it had planned to fund via a
non-recourse facility led by Bank of America. A $300-310 million
loan was penciled in for the plant and the 550 MW Sugar Creek
project at West Terre Haute, Ind., (PFR, 5/13). 

CEO Marce Fuller told attendees at the Lehman Brothers’
CEO Energy/Power Conference that with the construction
suspended the Atlanta-based IPP is “no longer assuming the
completion of the construction loan, a portion of which would
have funded the Mint Farm project.” 

Spokesman David Payne says the development was suspended
to preserve liquidity at the company as a whole, rather than

because of any issues with the project financing. Power market
conditions also were a factor, he adds. He was unable to provide
details on Sugar Creek financing by press time. Calls to Al Bacchi,
v.p. of project finance at BofA, were not returned.

The first phase of Sugar Creek, a simple-cycle unit with a
capacity of 322 MW, became operational in July, says Payne.
The facility is converting to a combined-cycle operation, with
a scheduled completion date of June 2003, taking capacity to
550 MW. Construction on Mint Farm started in October and
is approximately 34% complete. Payne says the plan is to
resume construction in January 2004, though the date may
change for the same reasons the project was suspended.

Brascan To Review Plant Funding
Toronto-based Brascan Power plans to review the long-term project
financing in place at the Lake Superior power plant in northern
Ontario, following its purchase of Duke Energy’s 50% stake. The
CAD65 million ($41.5 million) deal gives Brascan full ownership of
the 110 MW plant, says Richard Legault, president. Once the sale
is completed Brascan will review the value of the asset to see if it
could raise more debt to reflect its higher value, he says. 

Legault says Brascan is still in the hunt for additional assets to
add to its 1,630 MW portfolio. It is looking for plants with
strong and sustainable cash flows and also leans toward those
with low operating costs. This is why 95% of its portfolio is
hydro-powered, he explains. The Lake Superior plant has a strong
gas contract and also a 12-year PPA with Ontario Electricity
Finance Corp. As a result it’s a predictable asset with consistent
cash flows, Legault notes.

Brascan has been involved in the Sault Ste. Marie-based plant
since inception in 1991, and Duke became a partner followings its
acquisition of gas pipeline operator Westcoast Energy (PFR, 3/19).
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Law Firm Readies Houston
Expansion, Adds Enron Staffer 
New York City-headquartered law firm Chadbourne & Parke
has opened an office in Houston focused on the energy and
power sector and is looking at building up to a 16-strong staff by
year-end. Andrea Satty, the partner heading up the effort, says
the firm has been planning the expansion for a year and half and
has hired Dan Rogers, a former legal staffer at Enron, as counsel
focusing on LNG as part of the effort. Satty says the downturn in
the energy market means there may be less project work than
when the firm originally conceived the expansion, but the firm
sees LNG activity and energy M&A as having big potential for
growth. Calls to Rogers were not returned. 

Banks Focus On Dutch 
Merchant Risk 
The successful syndication of InterGen’s EUR625 million
($622 million) Rijnmond financing will likely hinge on
financiers’ assessment of the merchant risks incorporated in the
18-year non-recourse loan. 

Bankers that have been pitched sub-underwriting slots say
they like the credit profile of the deal, are happy with the
technologies employed, and cannot grumble with the pricing.
The one area of concern is the level of gas and power merchant
risk embedded in the deal. 

The 800 MW Rijnmond combined heat and power plant near
Rotterdam will sell its entire output to AA minus rated Dutch
utility Nuon under a 15-year PPA and also has entered a five-year
gas-supply contract years with Gasunie. This gas deal can be
extended for a further five or 10 years. While these contracts
mitigate much of the project’s market risk, lenders highlight
concerns that the PPA is partially based on market pricing after
five years. Acerbating this worry, is lenders’ unfamiliarity with the
Dutch market, which has yet to witness any generation project
loans. “The Dutch market is difficult to evaluate, because it is
interconnected with so many other markets, like northwest
Germany and Belgium. It is by no means clear how these markets
interact with one another,” explains one lender.

Separately, lead underwriters BNP Paribas and Société
Générale have inked the pricing and fee details on the
InterGen loan, having sent out indicative details last month to
gauge market sentiment (PFR, 9/26).

The leads are asking some six potential sub-underwriters to
commit at the EUR65 million level for take-and-hold targets
of EUR50 million. These firms are thought to include Abbey
National Treasury Services, ANZ Investment Bank, Bank of
Ireland, Barclays Capital and ING. Financiers at these firms

either declined to comment or did not return calls. 
A BNP banker says the loan is being split into four tranches: an

EUR161 million 2.5-year bridge loan that will cover InterGen’s
equity investment during the plant’s constuction period, an
EUR408 million 18-year plus construction term loan, and three
18-year plus construction working capital and letter of credit
facilities. Construction is expected to be completed in two years.

Commitment fees for the bridge and term loans are 15 basis
points and 37.5 basis points, respectively. Arranger fees are
27.5 basis point and 90 basis points, respectively. 

The bridge offers a spread of 37.5 basis points over LIBOR.
The other three loans yield spreads of 115-190 basis points.

NEG Trading Quant Exits
Mike Reed, head of quant trading at PG&E National Energy
Group, has left the firm, according to market officials. With the
power market still beset by a trading downturn, one official says
Reed was a victim of his own success: he built a strong team at the
Bethesda, Md., IPP and essentially worked himself out of a
position in the slower market. It could not be determined whether
Reed will be replaced. He left his position last month and could
not be reached for comment. Calls to NEG were not returned.

The quant team at NEG is highly regarded, notes one ex-
staffer, in part because the desk in the past has had a strong
appetite for longer-term, more complex contracts. With the
opaqueness of the forward curve at the long-end, modeling
skills were at a premium, he adds. The future of the IPP is up
in the air, with parent PG&E reportedly open to offers for its
unregulated power generation and trading unit (PFR, 9/2).

Boutique Lands E.on Honcho 
For Transatlantic Push
Miller McConville & Co., a New York-based merchant banking
boutique that is looking to make private equity investments in
the power sector, has hired a former E.on senior executive to
expand its business across the pond. Heinz-Dieter Waffel,
formerly managing director for wholesale energy operations at
E.on Energie, has joined the firm as a senior advisor.

“We are looking to develop in Europe and [Waffel’s]
experience will help us fulfil our aims,” says Karl Miller,
co-founder of the firm. Initially Waffel will work out of
London and Germany, says Miller.

Waffel who headed up E.on’s power trading business out of
Munich, left the utility last year, says a spokesman at the firm.
Waffel was unavailable for comment.

Miller McConville is looking to make leveraged investments
in distressed power and gas assets through joint ventures with
private equity funds.
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Allegheny Eyes $600M 
Convertible Sale
Hagerstown, Md.-based Allegheny Energy plans a $400-600
million mandatory convertible securities offering by the end of
the year to strengthen its balance sheet and maintain its
investment-grade rating. Michael Grandillo, spokesman, says
Allegheny has yet to hire banks to arrange the deal. He adds
that as such details on the structure and terms of the offering
have yet to be determined. 

The convertible plan fine-tunes and expands an earlier
capital-raising initiative. This spring Allegheny initiated plans
to raise some $400 million in equity or equity-like securities
(PFR, 4/15).

After weighing up an offering for a number of months, the
time may now be ripe to execute a deal, says one Wall Street
analyst. She argues that Allegheny may want to tap the
convertible market sooner rather than later, as power
companies access to the debt capital markets seem to have
opened up over the past few weeks.

Calpine Eyes Year-End Sale 
Calpine plans to complete its $650 million divestiture program
of non-core assets by year-end, according to James Macias, coo
at the San Jose, Calif.-based IPP. He said the company is
involved in discussions with some half dozen bidders, but
declined further comment. The asset divestiture program is
part of an overall strategy to enhance liquidity and strengthen
the IPP’s balance sheet, he noted. 

Mirant Reviews Sale Program
Marce Fuller, president and ceo of Mirant, says the company is
presently reviewing assets to unload as part of a second round
of divestitures aimed at shoring up its balance sheet. Fuller told
PFR that Mirant will draw up a $750 million to $1 billion sale
list during the fall. She adds that all sales should be completed
by next summer.

“We will continue to examine options for further
reductions,” she said. “We are now reviewing our portfolio to
determine which assets to let go and which ones to keep. We
are definitely going to become a smaller company, but it will
be a stronger company with good credit quality.” 

Fuller would not discuss which assets are likely to be sold,
except to confirm that it intends to offload its 49% stake in
Western Power Distribution, a U.K. wires utility. 

Mirant announced the second phase of its asset sale program
in July as part of an overall strategy to raise capital and
maintain its credit rating. According to Fuller, round one of
Mirant’s restructuring plan targeted $1.6 billion of asset sales.
This program is near completion, with only $100 million of
assets remaining unsold, says Fuller.  

TXU Looks To Renegotiate 
DRAX Contract 
TXU is currently involved in discussions with AES to
restructure the jumbo power-purchase agreement tied to
output from AES’ 3.8 GW DRAX power station in northern
England. The contract is significantly out-of-the money to
TXU following the near 30% fall in U.K. wholesale baseload
prices over the past two years. 

Mike McNally, cfo of TXU, told delegates the Dallas energy
giant is acting now to protect TXU Europe’s investment-grade
rating. TXU is considering shelling out up to $700 million to
restructure the offtake contract at market prices or could
renegotiate the contract by buying an equity stake from AES in
DRAX. “Both companies have a real incentive to renegotiate the
contract as it is necessary in the current environment in the U.K.
to drive costs out of the business,” according to McNally. 

He declined to provide further details, but a U.K. official
involved in the talks says these are just two of many possible
options still being tossed around. “Everything is up in the air.
The difficulty is finding a solution where both parties can
claim a victory.”

While the PPA has proved a financial lifeline to AES’
successful operation of DRAX,  the plant is still struggling to
run at a profit because much of it is run on a merchant basis.
Last month AES was forced to pump additional equity into the
project to allow it to continue paying its junior debt obligations. 

AES sells 55% of DRAX’s output to TXU Europe under the
PPA (PFR, 4/8). The remainder is sold into the open market.

TXU is also considering restructuring two other U.K. PPAs
if negotiations with AES are unsuccessful, said McNally. He

Lehman Brothers’ CEO Energy/Power Conference
More than 200 power company executives, bankers, analysts and investors gathered at the Waldorf Astoria Hotel in New York City on
Sept. 3-5 for Lehman Brothers’ annual U.S. energy markets shindig. Embattled power industry executives focused on the need to take a
more conservative approach to energy trading and balance sheet management in the wake of recent scandals and increased regulatory
scrutiny. Reporter Amanda Levin reports: 
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Xcel Sub Issues Bonds To Pay 
Down $300M Loan
Northern States Power, a subsidiary of Minneapolis-based
Xcel Energy, plans to use $308 million from a $450 million
offering of 10-year first-mortgage bonds to pay down
outstanding debt on a revolving credit facility and will employ
the remainder to bolster liquidity. 

Mona Yee, an analyst at Fitch Ratings in New York, says the
bank facility was originally due to expire Aug. 16, next year.
But Northern States Power was recently granted a 364-day
extension on the loan after assuring its bank creditors that it
would use the upcoming bond deal to pay down the bank
line. Yee adds that Northern States’ available liquidity after the
issuance is expected to be approximately $500-$540 million.  

A recent research report from Fitch explains that it rated the
bonds BBB plus, above Xcel’s rating of BB plus. It says that
Northern States Power has a higher credit profile on a standalone
basis as it has stronger credit ratios, a stable cash flow and is
supported by a large service territory. However, uncertainties
associated with liquidity at IPP affiliate NRG Energy and the
impact could have on Xcel prompted Fitch to take a cautious
stance on the Northern States Power bond offering 

The A2/BBB plus rated bond deal closed in late August.
It has an 8% coupon and was priced at par. Lehman
Brothers led the deal.

Northern States Power provides power to approximately
1.3 million electricity customers and 400,000 natural gas
customers. It operates in Minnesota, North Dakota and
South Dakota. 

Corporate Strategies

told delegates it would need to complete two other
restructurings to receive benefits equivalent to DRAX.
TXU currently has five PPA agreements in the U.K. that
total 4-5 GW of capacity. 

Dominion Considers Bid 
For CMS Pipeline
Dominion Resources is weighing up a bid for CMS Energy’s
4,100-mile Trunkline pipeline network. CFO Thomas
Chewning says the Richmond, Va., energy concern has put
the gas assets on its shopping list of possible acquisition
targets. Any approach could see Dominion pitted against
Warren Buffett’s MidAmerican Energy, which is also thought
to be targeting Trunkline (PFR, 9/2). Chewning declined to
comment on what other pipelines or power assets Dominion
is stalking.

Chewning told PFR at the sidelines of the conference in
New York last week that part of the appeal of Trunkline is its
geographical positioning within the MAIN to Maine region
of the U.S., an area Dominion has long targeted for
expansion. The pipeline network delivers up to 1.7 billion
cubic feet per day of natural gas throughout the Midwest and
East Coast markets. 

However, Chewing says Dominion will not be rushed
into a quick purchase, but may wait for the price of the
pipeline to fall further. “We are not in a panic mode where
we feel we need to immediately buy pipelines,” said

Chewning.  He added any acquisition would likely be
funded with equity.  

Dominion currently owns and operates 7,600 miles of
pipeline, which delivers 6.3 billion cubic feet per day to the
East Coast.

CMS announced last month that it was exploring the sale
of its gas assets. In addition to the Trunkline pipeline, they
include the Panhandle Eastern Pipe Line unit, which operates
a 6,300-mile pipeline network an LNG terminal at Lake
Charles, La., CMS Field Services’ gas gathering and processing
assets and its stake in the Guardian Pipeline.

Dynegy Holds Trading J.V. Talks
Embattled Houston energy trader Dynegy is looking to
enter a joint venture to bolster the position of its
marketing and trading arm, Wholesale Energy Network.
Dynegy President Steve Bergstrom told attendees the
company has been locked in discussions for the past six
weeks with several financial players and rival power
companies about forming a J.V. He would not reveal the
identity of the companies. 

Bergstrom would not discuss a potential time frame for any
tie-up, but notes that Dynegy’s improved liquidity status
means it doesn’t have to rush into any unfavorable deals. “The
proceeds from our sale of the Northern Natural Gas pipeline
business, [mean] we have plenty of time to do the right thing,”
he explained. 

Lehman Brothers’ CEO Energy/Power Conference (cont’d)
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Generation Auction & Sale Calendar
Following is a directory of ongoing generation asset sales. The accuracy of the information, which is derived from many
sources, is deemed reliable but cannot be guaranteed. To report new auctions or changes in the status of a sale, please call
Will Ainger, managing editor, at (44-20) 7303-1735 or e-mail wainger@euromoneyplc.com.

Seller Plants Location MW Plant Type Advisor Status
American Electric Power/ Northeastern units 3 & 4 Okla. 300 Coal N/A Reviewing sale strategies.
Central and Southwest Corp. Lon C. Hill Texas 546 Gas

Nueces Bay Texas 559 Gas
Ennis S. Joslin Texas 249 Gas

ADWEA Um Al Nar Abu Dhabi 1,100 Gas & Water Desalination CSFB Looking to sell plants in 2003.

AES Fifoots Point Fifoots Point U.K. 363 Coal KPMG (Administrator) Looking to sell plant by end of April

BP Great Yarmouth U.K. 400 Gas J.P. Morgan Looking to sell plant this summer.

Central Hudson Gas & Electric Syracuse N.Y. 100 CHP Navigant Final bids due by late Nov.
Beaver falls N.Y. 100 CHP
Niagara falls N.Y. 52 Coal

Cinergy Cinergetika Czech Rep. 230 CHP J.P. Morgan Expects to sell assets this summer
Energetika Chropyne Czech Rep. 48 CHP
EPR Ely U.K. 36 Straw
Moravske Teplamy Czech Rep. 410 CHP
Pizenska Energetika Czech Rep. 406 CHP
Redditch U.K. 29 Gas
Teptama Otrokovice Czech Rep. 349 (11%) CHP

CMS Energy Loy Yang Melbourne, Australia 2,000 Coal Not chosen Announced intention to sell.
Ensenada Argentina 128 Gas-fired J.P. Morgan
CT Mendoza Argentina 520 Gas-fired J.P. Morgan
El Chocon Argentina 1,320 Hydroelectric J.P. Morgan

DPL All plants Ohio 3,500 N/A Morgan Stanley

Enel Interpower Italy 2,611 Various CSFB, Lehman, Having sold Elettrogen and Eurogen it will 
Merrill sell one more generation portfolio shortly.

Enron Nowa Sarzyna Poland 116 PwC Intention to sell.
Sarlux Italy 551 (administrator)
Trakya Turkey 478
Chengdu Cogen China 284
Northern Marianas Guam 80
Bantagas Philippines 110
Dabhol India 2,184
Subic Bay Philippines 116
Teesside U.K. 1,875

Enron Wilton U.K. 133 Coal/Oil/Gas Close Brothers Intention to sell.

Entergy Damhead Creek U.K. 800 Gas N/A

IVO Energy Grangemouth*** U.K. 130 Gas - Looking to refocus in Nordic region.
Edenderry Ireland 120 Peat

Niagara Mohawk Power Nine Mile Point 1 N.Y. 1,614 Nuclear N/A Awaiting bids.
Nine Mile Point 2 N.Y. 1,140 Nuclear N/A

NRG Gladstone Power Australia 1,500 (37.5% stake) Coal ABN AMRO Awaiting bids.
Flinders Australia 760 Coal
Loy Yang A Australia 2,000 (25% stake) Coal
Hsinchu Taiwan 400 (60% stake) Gasfired
Lanco Kondapalli India 340 (30% stake) Gas/Oil
Collinsville Australia 192 (50% stake) Coal Continued
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NRG TermoRio Brazil 1040 (50% sake) Gas Deutsche Bank Awaiting bids.
COBEE Boliva 220 (98% stake) Hydro/Gas
Itiquira Energetica Brazil 160 (98% stake) Hydro
Cementos Pacasmayo Peru 66 Hydro/Oil
Bulo Bulo Bolivia 90 (60% stake) Gas-fired
Cahua Peru 45 Hydro

NRG/Xcel CEEP Poland 10 (10% stake) Goldman Awaiting bids.
Csepel II Hungary 389 Gas/Oil
ECK Czech Republic 350 (44% stake) Coal/Gas/Oil
Enfield U.K. 380 (25%) Gas-fired
Killingholme A U.K. 680 Natural Gas
MIBRAG Germany 238 (50% stake) Coal

NRG Big Cajun II La. 2,400 (90%) Coal - Has shortlisted three bidders
Pike Miss. 1,192 Gas
Batesville Miss. 1,129 Gas
Brazos Valley Texas 633 Gas
Kaufman Texas 545 Gas
Big Cajun La. 458 Gas
McClain Okla. 500 (77%) Gas
Bayou Cove La. 320 Gas
Sabine River Texas 420 (50%) Gas
Sterlington La. 202 Gas
Mustang Texas 485 (25%) Gas
Pryor Cogen Okla. 88 (20%) Gas
Timber Fla. 13.8 Biomass 
Power Smith Okla. 80 (9.6%) Gas 

Oman (Ministry of Housing, Rusail Oman 730 Gas CSFB
Electricity & Water) Ghubratt  Oman 507 CHP

Wad AlJazzi Oman 350 Gas

Ontario Power Generation Lennox Ontario 2,140 Oil, gas Merrill Lynch & Expects to sell Lennox and Lakeview shortly.
Lakeview Ontario 1,140 Coal Scotia Capital
Atikokan Ontario 215 Coal
Thunder Bay Ontario 310 Coal

Pacific Gas & Electric 68 Plants Calif. 3,800 Hydro Morgan Stanley Awaiting PUC approval. Expect sale to close 
shortly. 

PESG Global Tanir Bavi India 220 (74%) Naphtha - -
Karpatalsm India 330 (20%) Naphtha - -

Polish Treasury Elektroncieplownie Poland CHP - Bids due in June.
Pozpnanskie

Reliant Resource Argener Argentina 160 CHP

TXU Lake Creek Texas 323 Gas Merrill Lynch Reviewing sales strategy.
Tradinghouse Texas 1,340
River Crest Texas 110
Mountain Creek Texas 893
Parkdale Texas 327
North Main Texas 123
Monticello Texas 1,900 Coal Merrill Lynch Is looking to sell an undisclosed number of its 
Martin Lake Texas 2,250 coal assets.
Big Brown Texas 1,150
Sandow Texas 545

Wisconsin Energy Bridgeport Conn. 1,100 (combined) CSFB Has put up for sale following collaspe 
New Haven Conn. 1,100 (combined) of NRG deal.

Generation Auction & Sale Auction (cont’d)
Seller Plants Location MW Plant Type Advisor Status
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Asia
• CMS Energy’s CMS Generation Co. unit sold its 66%
interest in two Thai power plants, National Power Supply
Units 7 and 8 plant, to its partner, Soon Hua Seng for $47.5
million in cash (Dow Jones, 9/3).

• Tokyo Electric Power has shut down five nuclear plants
representing a third of its 17.3 GW nuclear generation
portfolio, following admissions that it had falsified safety
records at the Japanese plants (Financial Times, 9/5).

Europe
• German utility RWE’s hopes of selling its Heidelburger
Druck business this year have dwindled, following an
announcement that sales at the printing machinery unit have
fallen. RWE CEO Deitmar Kuhnt has repeatedly pledged to
sell its 50% stake in the $2.9 billion business by yearend
(Financial Times, 9/4).

• Turkey has received 18 bids from both foreign and domestic
firms seeking a licence to generate electricity, according to
Yusuf Gunay, head of the Energy Market Regulatory Board, a
new body charged with liberalizing the country’s energy
markets (Reuters, 9/4).

• Enel GreenPower, the renewable arm of Italian utility Enel,
plans to build nine wind farms with a combined capacity of
141 MW in southern Italy. The projects will be built on the
southern islands of Sicily and Sardinia and the mainland
regions of Basilicata and Molise (Reuters, 9/4).

• E.on has gone to court to seek approval for its controversial
$10.4 billion takeover of German gas supplier Ruhrgas. The
court hearing follows growing complaints both within and
outside Germany over the government’s approval of the tie-up
(Financial Times, 9/5).

• International Power could spend up to $1 billion on power
plant acquisitions without impairing its balance sheet, however,
CEO Peter Giller warns that any deals could be delayed over
price disagreements. “At the moment buyers are looking to
purchase at 50 cents in the dollar, and U.S. sellers want 80
cents, but the gap is narrowing” he says (Financial Times, 9/5).

Latin America
• Mexico’s state-owned electric utility, the Federal Electricity
Commission, is seeking bids to build a 750 MW hydroelectric
project in northwestern Nayarit state (Dow Jones, 9/3). 

U.S. & Canada
• Curtis Wagner, chief administrative law judge for the
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission, named Williams
Cos and GWF Energy as two of a number of firms that have
reached preliminary settlements with California to rework
billions of dollars in long-term contracts. The others are
understood to be Coral Power, PG&E Energy Trading, and
El Paso. The Judge said Allegheny Energy, with $4.4 billion
in contracts, isn’t interested in renegotiating (Wall Street
Journal, 9/3).

• American Electric Power received an informal request
from the Securities and Exchange Commission for
documents related to round-trip trades. The company, which
will comply with the request, has reviewed trading activities
from Jan. 1, 1999, through March 31 of this year. It found
mirror trades amounted to about 0.25% of trading activity
(Dow Jones, 9/3).

• The Minnesota Attorney General has sent a letter to the
board of Xcel Energy calling for it to fire CEO Wayne
Brunetti. The letter alleges, among other things, that Xcel’s
efforts to prop up its cash-strapped NRG Energy might result
in Minnesota electricity users having to subsidize other
company operations, a charge strongly denied by Xcel officials
(Associated Press, 9/3).

• Brascan has agreed to pay Duke Energy CAD65 million
($42 million) for the 50% stake in the 110 MW Lake Superior
gas-fired power plant in northern Ontario that it does not
already own. The deal involves the assumption of CAD35
million in debt (Reuters, 9/4).

Exelon is considering selling its share of AmerGen Energy.
Exelon would consider a sale only at a price that would
enhance shareholder value when compared with the alternative
of holding on to its investment, according to John W. Rowe,
chairman and ceo of Exelon (PRNewsire, 9/5). 

The Weekly Recap is a summary of publicly reported power news stories. The information has been obtained from sources believed to be
reliable, but PFR does not guarantee its completeness or accuracy.

Weekly Recap
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FIVE EASY WAYS TO ORDER:

Fuel Cell Co. Seeks Funds
To Stave Off Bankruptcy
ZeTek Power, a London-based fuel cell
developer, is looking to raise $10-12
million in private equity by Dec. 7 to
fend off bankruptcy. The company was
pushed to the brink of collapse last
month when one of its private equity
investors, Texaco, decided to walk
away from a private financing round.

See story, page 3
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DUKE SEEN BUYING CMS PLANT DOWN UNDER
Duke Energy International is close to purchasing CMS Energy’s 50% stake in a 
2,000 MW coal-fired plant in Australia, says an official familiar with the matter. While
neither party would comment on the pending asset sale, Peter Barnett, a spokesman at
CMS in Dearborn, Mich., says it is close to finding a buyer and could announce a sale
before year-end. Jennifer Epstein, a spokeswoman at Duke Energy in Atlanta, referred
calls to spokespeople at its international division in Houston, who did not respond. 

CMS put its stake in the Loy Yang power plant up for sale in the first quarter of last
year and last December decided to write down its entire $267 million equity
investment in the Melbourne-based facility. “We have decided to exit the generation
market in Australia because it has not been as profitable as we initially expected,” says
Barnett. He adds CMS has not set a specific price tag on the plant and declined to

(continued on page 12)

LONDON UTILITY READIES $1.4B MTN 
PROGRAM TO FUND TXU ACQUISITIONS
London Electricity, the holding company for Electricité de France’s U.K. generation,
supply and wire assets, is in the process of arranging a GBP1 billion ($1.42 billion)
medium-term note program and is considering tapping the shelf shortly to refinance
some GBP500 million of recent acquisition costs.

Steve Bott, group finance manager in London, says the utility has hired BNP
Paribas to arrange the program and may use the French bank to underwrite the first
bond deal. “Bankers being bankers, [BNP] will no doubt want to lead the deal, but
nothing has been decided.” Any bond offering is unlikely to hit the market before

(continued on page 12)

TRIO OF COMPANIES NEARS EPA DEAL, 
BOND FINANCING LIKELY
Several major U.S. power companies, including Cinergy, PSEG Power and South
Carolina Public Service Authority, are close to reaching agreements with the United
States Environmental Protection Agency about cutting SO2 and NOx emissions from
their coal-fired generation units, a move that could result in several hundred million
dollars in bond financing. “In the main we’re looking at old, small, dirty units being
shut down and larger units refurbished,” according to an attorney at the EPA in
Washington, D.C. 

Cinergy has estimated the cost of buying and installing new pollution control
equipment at $1.4 billion, but this figure does not include the cost of shutting down or

(continued on page 12)
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the wires unit has a book value of $375 million. 
“The sale will help cash flow at a time when we are looking

for acquisitions,” Meador said. “But it’s not definite that we
are going to buy anything. It has to be the right opportunity at
the right price.” 

DTE intends to acquire coal-fired or gas-fired generation
assets in the eastern U.S., to exploit the low valuations put on
power plants during the present market downturn, according
to Meador. It plans to finance acquisitions through stock and
the proceeds from the wires sale. 

The divestiture negotiations mark the second time this year
DTE has held talks with Trans-Elect about a sale. The pair
held discussions this spring, before DTE walked away from
the sale (PFR, 5/6). One market official reasoned it was
unsurprising to see a utility get cold feet about divesting its
wires business, as such assets are so income-generative.

Since Trans-Elect launched back in 1999 with plans to
spend some $15 billion on transmission assets in the rapidly
deregulating U.S. market, it has only managed to land one
U.S. wires business (PFR, 4/8). Last October, it agreed to
acquire Consumers Energy’s 5,400-mile transmission system,
Michigan Electric Transmission Co., for some $290 million.
Last July, it also bought a 7,200-mile Canadian grid from
AltaLink for CAD860 million ($570 million).

Calls to Frederick Buckman, chairman and ceo of Trans-Elect,

DTE CLOSES
(continued from page 1)

and Martin Walicki, cfo, were not immediately returned as PFR
went to press. 

—A.L.

subsidiary of Stamford, Conn.-based Star Gas Partners. 
Bill Windle, senior v.p. at Swiss Re in New York, says the

firm is finding interest among power producers. “We think
there is a direct analogy,” he explains, referring to the impact
cool summers can have on power producer revenues. He
declined to name the power players that are interested, or
detail the premium for the product.

“I think it’s fantastic. It’s someone new, doing something
new,” says one rival weather derivatives official. 

Rich Ambury, v.p. and treasurer at Star Gas, declined to
comment on the rationale for the company using the structure,
which has an annual maximum payout of $12.5 million.
However, he noted that a hedge based on the 10-year average—
rather than the more common 30-year—better meets its risk
profile because average temperatures over the last 10 years have
been higher than over the last 30 years. It chose Swiss Re based
partly on its creditworthiness.

Swiss Re raised expectations that it would emerge as a new
force in the weather industry when it landed the bulk of
Enron’s weather team earlier this year (PFR, 5/27).

—Peter Thompson

SWISS RE PULLS
(continued from page 1)
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Quote Of The Week
“It was one privatization too far.”—Charles Morgan, managing
director at Dresdner Kleinwort Wasserstein, commenting on the
financial crisis at British Energy (see story, page 1).

One Year Ago In Power Finance & Risk
A joint venture between InterGen and Centrica hired
Schroder Salomon Smith Barney to advise on financing the
construction of Spalding, an 800 MW CCGT plant in the
U.K. [Salomon affiliate Citibank and Barclays Capital
underwrote a GBP429 million ($633 million) non-recourse
loan earlier this summer to fund the project and are presently
syndicating the loan.]
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Exelon already owns two large utilities. It distributes energy
to more than 3.4 million electricity customers in northern
Illinois through ComEd and 1.5 million electricity and
430,000 natural gas customers in southeastern Pennsylvania
through PECO Energy. Exelon, which has one of the largest
U.S. fleets of nuclear reactors, has a market capitalization of
$16.6 billion and annual revenue in excess of $15 billion last
year, according to Kingsley. 

Earlier this year Exelon CEO Corbin McNeill told PFR the
company was looking to acquire plants in the southwestern quartile
of the U.S. once assets prices begin to soften (PFR, 3/25). However,
Kingsley says the company is no longer interested in buying
standalone assets. It would rather acquire a vertically integrated
company that has both customers and a generation portfolio. 

It could not be determined by press time which utilities
might be the likely targets.

—Amanda Levin

EXELON GOES
(continued from page 1)

after the company warned it faces insolvency. It needs to secure
GBP450 million ($703 million) in the next few months to pay
down debts.  

While the ire of most politicians and retail investors is being
vented at the government for its flawed privatization of the
power industry and more recent introduction of highly
competitive power trading rules, others say British Energy’s
management is at fault. Robin Jeffreys, ceo, did not return
calls and a spokesman declined comment. 

The slowing economy and deteriorating energy-trading
environment in the U.K. have hit British Energy hard and its
woes have been sharply compounded by some ill-judged
acquisitions and sales, notes one U.K. power trader. The most
egregious decision was its move to exit the power supply
business just a year before the New Electricity Trading
Arrangements (Neta) came into force. The sale of Swalec, its
Welsh supply unit, to Scottish & Southern Energy in August
2000, effectively meant selling its most price-insensitive outlet
for power, and therefore its best hedge against falling
wholesale generation prices. It may have made a small profit
by flipping the business, but it should have been looking
instead to buy more customers to build up a critical mass,
adds a power company executive.

Another ill-conceived strategy, say some traders, was the
decision to buy the 2 GW coal-fired Eggborough plant from
National Power in 2000. The company bought the plant to add

BRITISH ENERGY
(continued from page 1)

some much needed mid-merit flexibility to its fleet of baseload
nuclear reactors ahead of Neta’s launch. While the company
claims the move has helped it add up to GBP1 per MWh under
Neta, the move also increased its leverage, and left it even longer
the generation market, the last thing it really needed, claims one
trader. 

To make matters worse it bought Eggborough when
generation prices were high and is now left owing a plant
overburdened by debt and containing minimal, if any, equity.
It paid GBP650 million for Eggborough and the plant is now
thought to be worth around GBP250-300 million. 

Yet even its critics agree that British Energy faced an uphill
battle to succeed in a deregulated generation market. “It was
one privatization too far,” says Charles Morgan, managing
director and global head of Dresdner Kleinwort Wasserstein’s
energy debt financing business. He says that given the difficult
operating environment British Energy did a credible job
expanding into North America and cutting operating costs.

—Will Ainger


